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About This Game

Welcome to Pimperstown - a small village miles away from big cities and modern civilization. But it doesn't mean that
people here don't have fun. To keep the citizens from turning to grumpy old men, the mayor organized big tractor races. And to

make the races more entertaining he spreaded some of his so called regional products all over the tracks. Farmers from
neighbouring villages and farms came on their shining machines to participate in the event. And you are one of them. Keep

wining the races and soon your fame will reach other countries and you'll be able to buy new tractors to keep up with growing
competition. And in the end, you'll end up entering world's best farmer competition in USA.

Features:

40 races in 7 unique categories

funny and unpredictable bonuses along the way

tons of fun and humour

climatic soundtrack

5 classic tractors
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The only game I played not to improve on the sight of a blank screen.... While I didn't come across anything game breaking,
Redneck Racers is increadably bland. It's as basic of a arcade racer as you can get and not really worth playing for an extended
period of time. Check out my vid on it if you are looking for more information about it.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=oajWSLYMQJc. This game reflects the perfect harmony of heaven. Becomes an unusabe
(not responding) taskbar item on load.
No amount of altering settings can change this.
0\/10. Was cleaning out my installs and remembered this bad boy. It's terrible, period. It's not even funny in a "haha this is so
terrible" kind of way. No, it's horrendous. Avoid, avoid, avoid.. Almost as good as bad rats, i would reccomend this to everyone,
go buy it now. Well, I bought this game for 2 bucks and let me tell you their necks aren't even red!! I like the earlier works
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Lip Baby but I think they lost their age when uncle Ralph joined the band. As for
gameplay, something something unrealistic fart gas and visceral tractor farts. Hahah. The game features
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of tracks and customizable tractors. What self respecting redneck wouldn't have
guns on his trackor or even a flag? USA USA USA. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Obama. After beating the hardest difficulty,
you unlock the fedora for your driver which grants you max level of euphoria. Jewbama.
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The only thing that was fun about this game was the Apple i had instaling it. \u267f. this piece of crap doesn't work. Fom the
trailer to the gameplay itself, i would have to recommend this game to all redneck enthusiast.
10\/10
Controls remind me of mario cart mixed with shrek 2 fantasy adventure the board game.. Bought this game for 2 USD for
sherry and giggles, not expecting anything. But somehow, i was still disapointed by it

If this game was a "early access" games, i would probably forgive it for its multitude of sins. But apparently THIS IS THE
FULL GAME. The full game has only a campaign mode that plays kind of like the game "Simpsons Hit and Run" if you took
out EVERYTHING that made that game charming. All it is, is a "do various flavors of a driving mission, dont collect X, collect
Y" and attempt to keep the brain damage at bay.

After beating a mission you are rewarded with a handfull of currency, in which you can buy all of 2 or 3 things TOTAL. You
can upgrade your (stat-less) tractor with "quicker engine" and "better brakes" OR you can drop ungodly large amounts of moeny
and get a new (still stat-less) tractor.

The power-ups are mostly "power downs" as you can get spun out (oil can), reverse your steering controls (whiskey\/moonshine
bottle) OR can speed you up with what is probably supposed to feel like turbo (a barrel).

Also, the "hillbilly rock" soundtrack gets very old, VERY quick

Once you grow sick of the campaign (which will happen VERY quickly) you are left with nothing else to do except exit the
game and try to come to terms with wasting 2 bucks on such a game that would only be suitable as a FLASH game.

TL:DR
Do you like racing games? If so, dont buy this game as you can go to a flash game site and get much more enjoyment out of a
free game.

If not, really really do not buy this game

3\/10. Ehhhm wtf?!?!?!?! So I mean WTF?! Dont buy this. Thats all I have to say.. America Simulator 2K15!

An absolute must play game if you hate yourself and seek punishment!

Redneck racing isn't a trend, it's a lifestyle!

Never more has a game inspired me to light myself on fire!. Some of the others said the experience would be dreadful. I bought
it anyway - and guess what! I disagree.
Mainly because I failed to get the game running at all I suppose. It'd attempt to create a game window and immidiately exit with
error code 53. No logs, no nothing. Just bye.

Don't buy this. Buy another team fortress hat or something if you want to waste your money, but don't buy the game.
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